Tough out of luck
on technology
At first it seemed as if the senior class
was completely prepared to graduate .
They had taken and passed all of their
required classes, served their long put off
detentions, and paid their library fines .
They figured that they'd learned all there
was to know in high school and now they
were ready for the "real world." Just then,
feelings of turmoil and terror struck and
they grew worried and doubtful.
Towards the beginning of the
second semester, the school received an
Educational Innovation Grant from the
Nebraska Department of Education .
Their request for more advanced
computer technology would be filled the
next year, not soon enough for the
graduating class of. "Our class is always
the one that gets stiffed," Paul Donahue
said.

The seniors were tough out of luck
and left to go out into the world without
much knowledge of the up and coming
age of computer technology
Teachers also added a word of
excitement "It will be nice to see a
complete and updated computer lab," Mr
Mike Pool said.
The younger students may not have
yet realized what a great opportunity they
were faced with. Fortunately for them,
they would soon be given the chance to
learn more skills than ever before .

Mer showing great Mustang spirit, Kristin Pearson
and Jamie Blazek enJOY halftime at a boy's basketball
game .They made it a goal to be at every game held
during the season.

Josh Martin, Shawn Petri, Melissa Hansen, and Mick
Von Bush participate in a study group. Kelly Buresh,
Mindy Lang, and Vera Schnatmeyer watch while
unfinished homework sits in their lockers.
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With no other classes left to take, Jill Suchy works
on a housing project in her drafting class
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Somewhat confused and a little diScouraged, Anna
Swanson and Kristin Pearson attempt to translate
Semorita Gauthter's mstructions g1ven in Spanish

Last days too slow for
•
sentors
For three years nothing had seemed
to slow down the time. The class of '96
kept right on working their way towards
their final days of school. But for some
strange reason, once their senior year
started, they found that their classes were
slow and tedious .
Struck with an early case of
"senioritis," seniors couldn't make the days
go by any faster. "I'm really getting tired
of doing the same thing every hour of
every day," Jill Suchy said. Every minute
seemed like an hour and students drudged

on . And when the day seemed to finally
pass a week's time many seniors were still
not homeward bound. Many of them
stayed at school for evening activities or
to fill out scholarship forms
Even the teachers were amazed at
how terribly dazed the senior class was.
Many had similar troubles in their
classrooms trying to motivate their
students to do their homework, participate
in class and pay attention. "I've never
seen a class get "senioritis" so early," Pam
Rasmussen said.
However, some students decided to
get out while the getting was good .
Graduating at semester became an early
escape for at least four seniors. "Now I'm
beginning to realize that they were the
smart ones," Kristin Pearson said.
Bored out of his mmd, Winston Chin decides to see
just how flexible he really is. Lucky, teachers didn't
catch him goofing off this time.

As Craig Rech glances through old yearbooks, time
ticks down to the last few days. Craig was one of the
seniors who had the pleasure of graduating early.

Scott Peterson, Jodi Tvrdy, and Jeff Brown partic"ate
in an oral discussion in their current issues class.
This was one of the classes required for graduation.
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